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 Durable Pro-Athletic Mesh construction for comfort and support.Soft cushioning, non-marking synthetic leather upper, dual-
density foam insole for cushioning and traction.All mesh and leather upper, synthetic leather and textile lining.Leather and

synthetic leather shoe lining, synthetic leather shoe insole, textile lining in shoe insole.Medium width, no heel in shoe
construction.Fit and Finishing: Men’s Foot Anatomy. *This is a great shoe for those that do a lot of walking and running. It has a
great and comfortable fit and the level of support is perfect. It also has a good durability. This is a great shoe to buy if you want

a comfortable and durable pair of shoes. *This shoe is great if you are looking for great levels of support in your shoes. The
steel toes give a good amount of support. It has an exceptionally durable and comfortable upper and the insole is as well. It has a
good shoe leather and synthetic leather for its lining. It has a good and excellent upper material for its insole. It has a great and
comfortable fit and it can be used with so many different activities. *This shoe is a good shoe for those that are looking for an

awesome fit and a good level of support. It has a great and comfortable fit. The level of support that it provides is perfect. It has
a great durability. It is good for use in so many different activities. It has an excellent and durable upper. It has a durable and
good insole for its liner. *This shoe is good for those that are looking for an excellent and comfortable fit. It has a great and

comfortable fit. It is good for those that want good support. It has a great and durable upper. It has a durable and good insole for
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its liner. It has a great and comfortable fit and it can be used in so many different activities. *This is a great and comfortable
shoe to use for those that want a good and comfortable fit. It has a good and comfortable fit. It is good for those that want good
levels of support. It has a great durability. It is good for use in so many different activities. It has a great and durable upper. It
has a durable and good insole for its liner. It has a great and comfortable fit and it can be used in so many different activities.

*This is a great and comfortable shoe to use for those that want a 82157476af
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